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The transcription factors Foxf1 and Foxf2 integrate the SHH, HGF
and TGFβ signaling pathways to drive tongue organogenesis
Jingyue Xu1, Han Liu1, Yu Lan1,2,3 and Rulang Jiang1,2,3,*

ABSTRACT

The tongue is a highly specialized muscular organ with diverse
cellular origins, which provides an excellent model for understanding
mechanisms controlling tissue-tissue interactions during
organogenesis. Previous studies showed that SHH signaling is
required for tongue morphogenesis and tongue muscle organization,
but little is known about the underlying mechanisms. Here we
demonstrate that the Foxf1/Foxf2 transcription factors act in the
cranial neural crest cell (CNCC)-derived mandibular mesenchyme to
control myoblast migration into the tongue primordium during tongue
initiation, and thereafter continue to regulate intrinsic tongue muscle
assembly and lingual tendon formation. We performed chromatin
immunoprecipitation sequencing analysis and identified Hgf, Tgfb2
and Tgfb3 among the target genes of Foxf2 in the embryonic tongue.
Through genetic analyses of mice with CNCC-specific inactivation of
Smo or both Foxf1 and Foxf2, we show that Foxf1 and Foxf2 mediate
hedgehog signaling-mediated regulation of myoblast migration during
tongue initiation and intrinsic tongue muscle formation by regulating
the activation of the HGF and TGFβ signaling pathways. These data
uncover the molecular network integrating the SHH, HGF and TGFβ
signaling pathways in regulating tongue organogenesis.
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INTRODUCTION
The mammalian tongue is a specialized muscular organ that
performs multiple essential functions including mastication,
deglutition, oral sensation, oral cleansing, airway maintenance
and vocalization (Iwasaki, 2002). The cells that perform these
functions have diverse embryonic origins, including the oral
ectoderm, cranial neural crest cells (CNCCs) and the paraxial
mesoderm (Kapsimali and Barlow, 2013; Parada et al., 2012).
Tongue development is initiated by the formation of a medial
triangular elevation on top of the first (mandibular) arch called the
median lingual swelling. In mouse, at around embryonic (E) day
10.5, a pair of lateral lingual swellings form on the oral side of the
mandibular arch and subsequently fuse with the medial lingual
swelling. These lingual swellings from the mandibular arch form the
anterior two-thirds of the tongue. Two outgrowths arise from the

third and fourth branchial arches, known as the copula and the
hypopharyngeal eminence, which form the primordium for the
posterior third of the tongue. The initial tongue outgrowths develop
through interactions between the oropharyngeal epithelium and
the underlying CNCC-derived mesenchyme. At the same
developmental stage (around E10.5), the myogenic progenitor
cells delaminate from caudal occipital somites andmigrate along the
hypoglossal cord to the mandibular arch, and subsequently populate
the tongue primordium. Reciprocal interactions among CNCCs,
myogenic cells and oral epithelial cells play an essential role in
regulating tongue development. As development proceeds, the
myogenic progenitor cells receive signals from neighboring cells
(e.g. CNCCs), withdraw from the cell cycle to become myocytes
and fuse to form multinucleated myotubes (reviewed by Cobourne
et al., 2019; Parada and Chai, 2015; Parada et al., 2012). By E13.5,
the major muscular structures of the tongue are clearly discernable.
The tongue is divided into bilateral halves by the CNCC-derived
midline fibrous septum, called the lingual septum, symmetrically
arranged intrinsic muscles and a specialized group of extrinsic
muscles (Parada et al., 2012). The extrinsic muscles consist of the
paired hyoglossus, genioglossus, styloglossus and palatoglossus
muscles, which attach to the hyoid bone, mandible, base of skull and
soft palate, respectively. The intrinsic muscles include the superior
and inferior longitudinal, transverse and vertical muscles, which
control the shape of the tongue dorsum in three dimensions (Parada
et al., 2012). The coordination of the muscle movement is supported
by the CNCC-derived midline lingual septum and peripheral
aponeurosis within the tongue dorsum. Although tongue anatomy
has been illustrated for many years, the molecular mechanisms
controlling tongue development and morphogenesis are still largely
unresolved (Cobourne et al., 2019; Parada et al., 2012).

Hedgehog signaling plays essential roles in multiple
developmental processes in vertebrates (Briscoe, 2009; Ericson
et al., 1997; Ingham and McMahon, 2001; McMahon et al., 2003;
Riddle et al., 1993; Tickle and Towers, 2017). Sonic hedgehog
(SHH), expressed by the pharyngeal endoderm, is crucial for the
survival and proliferation of the CNCCs colonizing the mandibular
arch (Brito et al., 2006; Haworth et al., 2007; Jeong et al., 2004; Xu
et al., 2019). The expression of Shh is maintained in the epithelium
of the primordial tongue and becomes restricted to fungiform
papillae of the anterior tongue by E12.5 (Jung et al., 1999). Tissue-
specific inactivation of Shh in the early oropharyngeal epithelium
resulted in aglossia and micrognathia (Billmyre and Klingensmith,
2015). Tissue-specific inactivation of Smo, which encodes an
obligatory transducer of hedgehog signaling (Briscoe and Vincent,
2013; Jeong et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2001), in all neural crest cells
or specifically in the CNCC-derived mandibular arch mesenchyme
also caused tongue agenesis (Jeong et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2019).
Furthermore, Okuhara et al. (2019) showed that the ShhMFCS4/−

mouse embryos with severely decreased Shh expression in the
developing tongue epithelium exhibited disruption of both intrinsic
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tongue muscle organization and lingual septum tendon formation
(Okuhara et al., 2019). In addition, temporally induced global Shh
gene inactivation at E10.5 in mouse embryos did not affect initial
myoblast migration to the tongue primordium but caused significant
disorganization of the intrinsic muscles and disruption of tendon
marker gene expression in the tongue (Okuhara et al., 2019). Taken
together, these results indicate an essential role for SHH-Smo
signaling activity in CNCCs in regulating tongue myogenesis and
tongue muscle organization. However, the molecular mechanism
mediating the function of SHH signaling in the regulation of
myoblast migration and lingual tendon formation is still unknown.
The forkhead box (Fox) family proteins form a large family of

DNA-binding transcription factors (Clark et al., 1993; Kaufmann
and Knöchel, 1996). It has been shown that hedgehog signaling is
required for the expression of several Fox family genes, including
Foxc2, Foxd1, Foxd2, Foxf1 and Foxf2, in the CNCC-derived facial
mesenchyme (Jeong et al., 2004). Foxf1 and Foxf2 share highly
conserved amino acid sequences in the forkhead DNA-binding
domain (100% identical between Foxf1 and Foxf2 in mouse and
97% identical between FOXF1 and FOXF2 in human) (Hellqvist
et al., 1998, 1996; Mahlapuu et al., 1998). We recently
demonstrated that hedgehog signaling acts through the Foxf1/
Foxf2 transcription factors to pattern the oral-aboral axis of the
CNCC-derived mandibular mesenchyme (Xu et al., 2019). In this
study, we show that hedgehog-Foxf1/Foxf2 signaling in the CNCC-
derived mesenchyme activates HGF expression to direct the
migration of myoblasts into the tongue primordium during tongue

initiation, and regulates lingual tendon development and tongue
muscle morphogenesis through activation of TGFβ signaling.

RESULTS
Foxf1 and Foxf2 act cell non-autonomously in the CNCC-
derived tongue mesenchyme to regulate intrinsic tongue
muscle formation
To elucidate the function of Foxf1 and Foxf2 in tongue
development, we examined the patterns of expression of Foxf1
and Foxf2 in the developing mouse tongue by immunofluorescence
staining. We found that both Foxf1 and Foxf2 were expressed
mainly in the CNCC-derived tongue mesenchyme and were largely
excluded from the myogenic cells marked by high levels of muscle
actin expression (Fig. 1). Among the CNCC-derived tissues in the
developing tongue, tendons and ligaments not only serve as a
scaffold, but also play important roles in guiding the differentiation
and morphogenesis of the tongue muscles (Nassari et al., 2017;
Parada and Chai, 2015). To better understand the roles of Foxf1 and
Foxf2 in tongue development, we compared their expression
patterns with those of Scx-GFP, a transgenic green fluorescent
protein reporter specifically expressed throughout the tendon
lineages (Pryce et al., 2007) (Fig. 1B,E,H,K). From E12.5 to
E13.5, the Scx-GFP+ cells in the developing tongue condensed to
form the fibrous lingual septum tendon at the midline and the
submucosal lingual aponeurosis, as the lingual myoblasts
differentiate and organize into discrete intrinsic muscles (Fig. 1).
By E13.5, frontal sections of the tongue clearly showed that the

Fig. 1. Expression of Foxf1 and Foxf2
during tongue development. (A-L′) Frontal
sections through the developing tongue in
E12.5 (A-F) and E13.5 (G-L′) mouse
embryos showing immunofluorescence
detection of Foxf1 (A-C,G-I′, magenta),
Foxf2 (D-F,J-L′, magenta), muscle actin
(C,F,I,I′,L,L′, green) and Scx-GFP
(B,E,H,H′,K,K′, green). Panels H′ and K′
show higher-magnification views of the
boxed areas in H and K, respectively,
revealing the substantial overlap of Foxf1
and Foxf2 with Scx-GFP in the developing
lingual septum. Panels I′ and L′ show higher
magnification views of the boxed areas in I
and L, respectively, showing that there was
little Foxf1 and Foxf2 expression in the
muscle actin-positive muscle bundles.
Arrows point to the developing midline
lingual septum. White arrowheads point to
the transverse muscle. Yellow arrowheads
point to the superior longitudinal muscle.
Images are representative of three embryos.
Scale bars: 200 μm (A-L); 100 μm (H′-L′).
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transverse muscles extend from the lingual septum tendon at the
midline to the lateral fibrous submucosa (Fig. 1I,I′,L,L′). We found
that the expression of both Foxf1 and Foxf2 partly overlapped with
that of Scx-GFP at E12.5 and E13.5 (Fig. 1B,E,H,H′,K,K′).
Whereas the expression of Foxf2 extended to more lateral regions of
the developing tongue, the expression of Foxf1 was stronger in Scx-
GFP+ cells forming the lingual septum tendon and the dorsal
lingual aponeurosis (Fig. 1G,H,H′, compare with Fig. 1J,K,K′).
As mouse embryos lacking Foxf1 function die during mid-

gestation due to defects in extraembryonic mesoderm development
(Mahlapuu et al., 2001), we investigated whether Foxf1 is required
in the neural crest-derived craniofacial mesenchyme for tongue
organogenesis using Cre/loxP-mediated tissue-specific gene
inactivation. Mice with tissue-specific inactivation of Foxf1 in
premigratory CNCCs (Foxf1c/cWnt1-Cre) exhibited a cleft
palate (n=9) (Fig. S1A,B) and a variable tongue phenotype
ranging from an obviously smaller tongue lacking the Scx+
midline septum tendon (2/9) to moderately reduced tongue size
(3/9) to a largely normal-looking tongue (4/9) (Fig. S1C-F).
Whereas Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre mice also had a cleft palate defect and
the tongue was partly wedged between the palatal shelves in frontal
sections (Fig. S2), the tongue muscle organization and tongue
size in Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos (n=5) appeared comparable with
those of control littermates (n=13) (Fig. S2).
As Foxf1 and Foxf2 exhibit partly overlapping patterns

of expression in the developing tongue (Fig. 1), and as
Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos had tongue agenesis (Xu
et al., 2019), we next examined tongue development in the
Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre mice. At
postnatal (P) day 0, the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre mice exhibited
shortened mandibles compared with those of control littermates

(Fig. S3A-C). Quantitative measurement of the length of the
mandibular bone showed significant reduction in the length of
the mandible in Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cremice compared with that
of control littermates, whereas the mandible bone length in the
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre mice was similar to that of control
littermates (Fig. S3D-H). In addition, the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre
mice exhibited deficiency in the molar alveolar bone (Fig. S3E).
All Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre embryos exhibited narrower
and shortened tongues that lacked the Scx+ midline lingual
septum tendon, compared with those of control littermates
at E16.5 (n=6) (Fig. 2A,B), whereas the tongues in the E16.5
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos appeared slightly reduced in
width and length (n=7) (Fig. 2C). At E14.5, although control
embryos showed well-organized intrinsic and extrinsic tongue
muscles (Fig. 2D,G,J), Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre embryos
exhibited absence of most of the transverse muscles and severely
hypoplastic vertical muscles, as well as thickened but disorganized
superior longitudinal muscles of the tongue (Fig. 2E,H). The
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryonic tongue also displayed
reduced and disorganized transverse and vertical muscles
(Fig. 2F,I). Whereas all four pairs of extrinsic tongue muscles
could be identified in control, Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre and
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos (Fig. 2G-L), the palatoglossus
and styloglossus muscles were disorganized in the posterior region
of the tongue in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre embryos (Fig. 2K,
compare with Fig. 2J).

We then examined whether the migration and differentiation
of myogenic progenitor cells were affected at earlier stages
in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre
embryos. At E12.5, MyoD (Myod1)-positive myogenic
progenitor cells populated the tongue primordium in control,

Fig. 2. Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre and
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre mutant mice exhibit defects
in the intrinsic tongue muscles. (A-C) Whole-mount view
of E16.5 control (A) (n=17), Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre (B)
(n=6) and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (C) (n=7) embryonic
tongues showing the patterns of green fluorescence from
the Scx-GFP transgenic reporter. Yellow arrows point to
the location of the lingual septum tendon in the tongue.
(D-L) Sagittal (n=3 for each genotype) (D-F) and frontal
(n=3 for each genotype) (G-L) sections through the
tongues of E14.5 control (D,G,J), Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre
(E,H,K) and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (F,I,L) embryos
showing immunofluorescence detection of muscle actin
(red). cl, combined longitudinal muscle (including hg and
sg); gg, genioglossus muscle; h, hyoid bone; hg,
hyoglossus muscle; il, inferior longitudinal muscle; pg,
palatoglossus muscle; sg, styloglossus muscle; sl, superior
longitudinal muscle; t, transverse muscle; v, vertical
muscle. Yellow arrowheads point to the location of the
transverse and vertical muscles in the tongue. Scale bars:
1000 μm (A-C); 200 μm (D-L).
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Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos
(Fig. 3A-C). However, although control embryos exhibited
formation of muscle actin-positive transverse and vertical muscle
bundles (Fig. 3D), few muscle actin-positive myocytes were
detected in the corresponding regions of the developing
tongue in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre embryos (Fig. 3E), and
the formation of the transverse and vertical muscle bundles was also
impaired in the Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryonic tongue
(Fig. 3F). We compared the amount and regional distribution of
MyoD+myoblast cells in the developing tongue at E12.5 in control,
Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos
to better understand the defect in tongue muscle formation
in the mutant embryos. In comparison with control littermates,
the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre embryos exhibited increased
proportion of myoblast cells in the posterior half of the tongue
and a significant decrease in the number of myoblasts in the
medial region of the anterior tongue (Fig. 3G,H) whereas the
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos had slightly reduced numbers
of myoblasts in the lateral regions of the posterior as well as
in the medial region of the anterior tongue but an increased
number of myoblasts in the lateral regions of the anterior tongue
(Fig. 3I). The disruption of intrinsic tongue muscle formation in the
Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos
correlated with the patterns of Foxf1 and Foxf2 expression in the
developing tongue, indicating that Foxf1 and Foxf2 in the CNCC-
derived tongue mesenchyme play an important cell non-
autonomous role in regulating intrinsic muscle formation.
As Foxf1 and Foxf2 have been shown to act downstream

of SHH signaling to pattern the oral-aboral axis of the
distal mandibular arch by antagonizing BMP signaling (Xu et al.,
2019), we analyzed whether the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre and
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos had aberrantly expanded
expression of the BMP target genes Msx1 and Msx2 in the
developing mandibular arches. In comparison with their control
littermates at E10.5, the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre embryos, but not
the Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos, exhibited expanded
expression of Msx1 and Msx2 mRNAs to the oral side of the most

distal region of the mandibular arch (Fig. S3I-N). However, in
contrast to the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos, in which the
disruption of the oral-aboral patterning of the early mandibular
arches resulted in partial duplication of the mandibular dentary bone
at the oral side at the expanse of tongue formation (Xu et al., 2019),
the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre embryos had no ectopic ossification
in the mandibular mesenchyme, but exhibited a significantly
reduced mandible (Fig. S3A,B,D,E) and tongue size at later
developmental stages (Fig. 2). These results indicate that the
expanded BMP signaling in the distal mandibular arches did
not result in overt disruption of oral-aboral patterning of
mandibular structures, but likely contributed to the more dramatic
tongue defects in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre embryos than in the
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos.

Foxf1 and Foxf2 function in the formation of lingual septum
tendon
To understand how the function of Foxf1 and Foxf2 in the CNCC-
derived tongue mesenchyme affects tongue myogenesis, we analyzed
tongue tendon formation in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre
and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos. By E13.5, Scx-GFP
clearly labeled the lingual septum tendon in control embryos
(Fig. 4A). However, the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre embryos lacked
the Scx-GFP positive lingual septum tendon (Fig. 4B), whereas
the Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos displayed lingual septum
tendon with decreased and often disrupted Scx-GFP expression
(Fig. 4C). Immunofluorescence labeling of frontal sections
showed that the muscle actin-positive transverse muscles were
connected to the Scx-GFP-positive lingual septum tendon
at the midline in control embryos (Fig. 4D,G), whereas
both the Scx-GFP-positive lingual septum tendon and
muscle actin-positive transverse muscles were absent in the
E13.5 Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cremutant tongue (Fig. 4E,H). Scx-
GFP-positive cells in the dorsal submucosal lingual aponeurosis
were less condensed and mixed with muscle actin-positive
myogenic cells in the E13.5 Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre mutant
tongue compared with those in control embryos (Fig. 4D,E,G,H).

Fig. 3. Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre and
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre mutant mice exhibit
defects in tongue myogenesis. (A-F) Frontal sections
through the developing tongue in E12.5 control
(A,D) (n=7), Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre (B,E) (n=4) and
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (C,F) (n=4) embryos showing
patterns of immunofluorescence staining of muscle actin
(green) and MyoD (magenta). Yellow arrowheads in D-F
point to the myogenic progenitor cells of transverse and
vertical muscles of the tongue. (G-I) Quantification of the
percentage of MyoD-positive nuclei in the anterior versus
posterior and medial versus lateral domains of tongue
mesenchyme (L, lateral; M, medial), depicted by the
schematic in G. Statistical analysis was performed on data
from five control embryos (63 sections for the posterior
tongue and 66 sections for the anterior tongue) and four
Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre (49 sections for the posterior
tongue and 49 sections for the anterior tongue) embryos
(H), or on data from four control embryos (51 sections for
the posterior tongue and 50 sections for the anterior
tongue) and four Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos
(42 sections for the posterior tongue and 42 sections for
the anterior tongue) (I). Statistical significance was
determined by a two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test using
Excel. The results are presented as mean±s.d. AL, anterior
lateral; AM, anterior medial; PL, posterior lateral; PM,
posterior medial. *P<0.05. Scale bar: 200 μm.
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Examination of serial sections of the Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre
mutant tongues also confirmed malformation of the Scx-GFP-
positive lingual septum tendon and disorganization of the newly
formed transverse muscle bundles (Fig. 4F,I). By E16.5, the
lingual septum tendon was marked by high levels of collagen I
in the middle of the tongue in control embryos (Fig. 4J,M).
However, a collagen I-positive lingual septum tendon was
not detected in either the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre (Fig. 4K,N)
or the Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (Fig. 4L,O) mutant tongues,
although a faint Scx-GFP+ lingual septum was detectable in the
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos at this stage (Fig. 2C). These
results indicate that Foxf1 and Foxf2 play crucial and partly
redundant roles in lingual septum tendon formation.

Identification of Foxf2 target genes in tongue development
To uncover the molecular mechanism of how Foxf1/Foxf2
regulate tendon formation and myogenic cell differentiation
during tongue development, we harvested tongue tissues from
E12.5 Foxf2FLAG/FLAG embryos, in which the endogenous Foxf2
protein contains a 3×FLAG epitope tag at the C-terminus (Xu et al.,

2020), and performed chromatin immunoprecipitation sequencing
(ChIP-seq) analysis using awell-characterized anti-FLAG antibody.
We identified 25,707 high-quality Foxf2-associated peaks in the
genome of E12.5 tongue tissues. The most enriched Foxf2-binding
motif contained a core sequence, TGTTTAT/C (P=1×10−8973,
found at 61.05% target sites; Fig. 5A), which matched the Foxf1/
Foxf2-binding motif identified previously from in vivo ChIP-seq
using developing palatal tissues (Xu et al., 2020) and in vitro DNA-
binding selection experiments (Hellqvist et al., 1996; Peterson et al.,
1997). Gene Ontology (GO) analysis showed that Foxf2-binding
sites were enriched in or near genes associated with ‘mesenchyme
development’, ‘limb development’ and ‘palate development’ in the
GO ‘biological process’ category (Fig. 5B). Interestingly, in the GO
‘molecular function’ category, Foxf2-binding sites were enriched in
or near genes associated with the TGFβ signaling pathway
(Fig. 5C). In particular, Foxf2 directly bound to the promoter
regions of both Tgfb2 and Tgfb3 genes in the developing
tongue (Fig. 5D,E). Furthermore, the Foxf2-binding peaks in the
promoter region of both genes contained the Foxf1/Foxf2 binding
motif (Fig. 5D,E), suggesting that the Tgfb2 and Tgfb3 genes are

Fig. 4. Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre and
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre mutant mice exhibit defects in
lingual septum tendon formation. (A-C) Whole-mount
view of E13.5 control (A), Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre (B) and
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (C) embryonic tongues to
visualize the patterns of green fluorescence from the
Scx-GFP transgenic reporter (n=3 for each genotype).
Arrows point to the location of the lingual septum tendon in
the tongue. (D-I) Frontal sections through the developing
tongue in E13.5 control (D,G), Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre
(E,H) and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (F,I) embryos showing
the patterns of Scx-GFP (green) and immunostaining of
muscle actin (magenta). Higher-magnification views
of the boxed areas in D-F are shown in G-I, respectively.
(J-O) Frontal sections through the developing tongue in
E16.5 control (J,M), Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre (K,N) and
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (L,O) embryos showing
immunofluorescence detection of muscle actin (magenta)
and collagen I (green). Panels M-O show higher-
magnification views of the boxed areas in J-L, respectively.
Arrows in M-O point to the location of the lingual septum
tendon. Scale bars: 500 μm (A-C); 200 μm (D-L).
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direct downstream targets of Foxf1 and Foxf2 in tongue
development.

Foxf1 and Foxf2 control the formation of the lingual septum
tendon by regulating the TGFβ signaling pathway during
tongue development
Previous studies have shown that TGFβ signaling plays a crucial
role in tendon development. Disruption of TGFβ signaling in
Tgfb2–/–Tgfb3–/– embryos or through inactivation of the Tgfbr2 gene
resulted in the loss of most tendons and ligaments in mice (Pryce
et al., 2009). We found that the expression of Tgfb3 mRNA was
enriched in the tendon progenitor cells in the tongue mesenchyme in
E12.5 control embryos (Fig. 6A). In contrast, the expression of Tgfb3
mRNAwas undetectable by section in situ hybridization in the E12.5
Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre mutant tongue (Fig. 6B), and was also
reduced in the E12.5 Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre mutant tongue
(Fig. 6C). Tgfb2 mRNA was broadly expressed at low levels in the
tongue mesenchyme with no specific pattern of enrichment in the
CNCC-derived mesenchyme in the control embryonic tongue at
E12.5, but it was specifically reduced in the CNCC-derived
mesenchyme in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre mutant tongue
(Fig. 6D,E). Tgfb2 mRNA expression was still detected in both the
CNCC-derived mesenchyme and myogenic progenitor cells in the
E12.5 Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre mutant tongue (Fig. 6F).
We next investigated whether the activity of the TGFβ

signaling pathway was affected in the tongue mesenchyme in the
Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos.
Immunofluorescence detection showed that phosphorylated Smad2
(pSmad2) was enriched in myogenic cells co-stained with muscle
actin (Fig. 6G,J,M) and in the Scx-GFP+ tendon progenitor cells in
the lingual septum (Fig. 6P,S) in E12.5 control embryos. In contrast,
the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1Cre embryonic tongue completely lacked
the intense pSmad2-positive domains associated with the intrinsic

muscles and midline lingual septum (Fig. 6H,K,N,Q,T), whereas
the Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryonic tongue also showed
reduced pSmad2 immunostaining associated with the intrinsic
muscles and lingual septum (Fig. 6I,L,O,R,U).We further performed
quantitative western blotting analysis and confirmed that the levels
of phosphorylated Smad2 and Smad3 (pSmad2/3) proteins were
significantly reduced in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cremutant tongues
compared with those in control littermates (Fig. 6V,W). The levels of
pSmad2/3 proteins in the E12.5 Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre tongue
tissues were also reduced compared with those in control
littermates, but the reduction was not statistically significant in the
bulk tissue lysate (Fig. 6V,X). These results suggest that Foxf1 and
Foxf2 act partly redundantly to regulate lingual tendon formation
and intrinsic tongue muscle morphogenesis by controlling the
activity of the TGFβ signaling pathway.

Hedgehog signaling acts upstream of Hgf expression in the
CNCC-derived mandibular mesenchyme to regulate
myoblast migration into the tongue primordium
Our ChIP-seq analysis also revealed multiple Foxf2-binding peaks
near theHgf gene (Fig. 7A), which encodes a secreted growth factor
that plays crucial roles in guiding myoblast migration into the
developing limb buds and tongue (Bladt et al., 1995; Dietrich et al.,
1999; Yang et al., 1996). Comparison of the Foxf2-binding peaks
around theHgf gene with previously reported assay for transposase-
accessible chromatin using sequencing (ATAC-seq) data from
E10.5 mouse mandibular arch tissues (Minoux et al., 2017) showed
that at least three Foxf2-binding sites containing the canonical
Foxf2-binding motif were located in the promoter or putative cis-
regulatory elements of the Hgf gene (Fig. 7A). As tongue agenesis
in the Smoc/cHand2-Cre mouse embryos was associated with the
loss of expression of both Foxf1 and Foxf2 in the mandibular arch
mesenchyme (Xu et al., 2019) and failure of migration of the tongue

Fig. 5. Foxf2 directly binds to the promoter regions of the Tgfb3 and Tgfb2 genes in the developing tongue. (A) The sequence of the most enriched
Foxf2-binding motif identified by ChIP-seq analysis of the E12.5 embryonic tongue is shown together with the statistical P-value and percentage of the ChIP-
seq peaks containing the motif. (B,C) Gene Ontology analysis of the Foxf2 ChIP-seq peaks performed with GREAT (http://great.stanford.edu). The plot
indicates the −log10 of binomial P-values of each GO term. The most significant GO biological process categories are shown in B and the most significant
GO molecular function terms are shown in C. (D,E) Genome Browser views of the genomic regions containing the Tgfb3 (D) and Tgfb2 (E) genes. Vertical
arrows point to the Foxf2-bound peak regions. Asterisks mark the ChIP-seq peaks containing the canonical Foxf1/Foxf2-binding motif.
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muscle precursor cells into the mandibular arch (Fig. 7B,C), we
investigated whether hedgehog signaling is required for HGF
expression in the CNCC-derived mandibular mesenchyme for
tongue myoblast migration. As previously reported, the Hand2-Cre
transgenic mice express Cre specifically in the post-migratory
CNCCs in the distal halves of the mandibular and other pharyngeal

arches starting at E9.5 (Ruest et al., 2003; Xu et al., 2019). Genetic
lineage tracing showed that the Hand2-Cre lineage contains all the
CNCC-derived mandibular mesenchyme cells in the developing
tongue anlage (Xu et al., 2019) (Fig. S4). Direct comparison of the
patterns of expression of Hgf mRNA and the HGF protein with that
of the lacZ reporter in the E11.5 Hand2-Cre;R26RlacZ embryos

Fig. 6. Loss of Foxf1 and Foxf2 function in the CNCC-derived tongue mesenchyme affects TGFβ signaling in tongue development. (A-F) Frontal
sections through the developing tongue in E12.5 control (A,D), Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre (B,E) and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (C,F) embryos showing
patterns of expression of the Tgfb3 (A-C) and Tgfb2 (D-E) mRNAs (n=3 for each genotype). Black arrows point to the developing lingual septum. Red arrows
point to the developing dorsal lingual aponeurosis. Black arrowheads point to the developing muscle. (G-O) Frontal sections through the developing tongue
in E12.5 control (G,J,M), Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre (H,K,N) and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (I,L,O) embryos showing patterns of immunofluorescence staining
of pSmad2 (magenta) and muscle actin (green) (n=3 for each genotype). Panels J-O show higher-magnification views of the boxed areas in G-I, respectively.
(P-U) Frontal sections through the developing tongue in E12.5 control (P,S), Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre (Q,T) and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (R,U) embryos
showing patterns of immunofluorescence staining of pSmad2 (magenta) and of the Scx-GFP reporter (green). Panels S-U show higher-magnification views
of the boxed areas in P-R, respectively. (V) Western blot analysis of pSmad2/3, total Smad2/3 and β-actin in the E12.5 control, Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre
and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre tongue tissues. Images are representative of three embryos for each genotype. (W,X) Quantitative comparison of the
levels of pSmad2/3 between the tongue tissues of control and Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre littermates (W) (n=4 for each genotype) and between control and
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre littermates (X) (n=3 for each genotype). Data are shown as mean±s.e.m. and compared by two-tailed unpaired t-test. N.S., not
significant; *P<0.05. Scale bars: 200 μm.
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showed that theHgf-expressing cells in the tongue primordiumwere
located within the Hand2-Cre lineage (Fig. S4E-G). Whereas
highly restricted expression ofHgfmRNA and the HGF protein was
detected in the oral domain of the developing mandibular arch in the
Smoc/c control embryos at E10.5 (Fig. 7D,F), expression of bothHgf
mRNA and the HGF protein was dramatically reduced in the
mandibular arch mesenchyme in the Smoc/cHand2-Cre littermates
(Fig. 7E,G). At E11.5, the expression of HGF was enriched in the
tongue primordium (Fig. 7H) in the Smoc/c embryos, but was
significantly reduced in the mandibular arch of Smoc/cHand2-Cre
embryos (Fig. 7I). The HGF protein was also detected in the
posterior region of the mandibular mesenchyme from E10.5
to E11.5 in control embryos, but was obviously reduced in the
Smoc/cHand2-Cre mutant embryos (Fig. 7F-I). We examined the
expression of c-Met (or Met), which encodes the cell surface
receptor for HGF, in the tongue primordium. Consistent with
previous reports (Amano et al., 2002), c-Met was expressed in the
MyoD-positive myogenic progenitor cells (Fig. 7J,L). Although the
myogenic progenitor cells migrated to the tongue primordium by

E11.5 in the Smoc/c embryos, few myoblasts migrated into the
mandibular arch in the Smoc/cHand2-Cre littermates (Fig. 7J-M).
Thus, the failure of tongue formation in the Smoc/cHand2-Cre
embryos correlated with the loss of HGF expression in the CNCC-
derived mandibular and tongue mesenchyme.

To further investigate the relationship between hedgehog
signaling and HGF expression in tongue myogenesis, we crossed
Hand2-Cre transgenic mice with the R26SmoM2mice, which carry
a Cre-activatable transgene encoding a dominant active form of
Smo (Jeong et al., 2004), and analyzed the expression of HGF in the
mandibular mesenchyme in R26SmoM2;Hand2-Cre embryos.
Whereas the E11.5 R26SmoM2 embryos exhibited preferential
localization of HGF in the tongue primordium, with MyoD-positive
myoblasts migrating from the caudal distal region of the mandibular
arch into the tongue primordium (Fig. S5A), the R26SmoM2;
Hand2-Cre littermates exhibited high levels of HGF
immunoreactivity in both the rostral and caudal domains of the
developing mandibular arch with the MyoD-positive myoblasts
scattered in the middle (Fig. S5B). Immunodetection of muscle
actin on sagittal sections of the E16.5 R26SmoM2;Hand2-Cre
embryonic heads showed a disorganized muscular structure in
the mandible compared with the well-organized tongue musculature
in control littermates (Fig. S5C,D). Remarkably, the caudal
mandibular tissues, including the mandibular bone, were missing
in the R26SmoM2;Hand2-Cre embryos (Fig. S5C,D). These results
suggest that hedgehog signaling controls myoblast migration during
tongue formation by regulating the expression of HGF in the
CNCC-derived tongue mesenchyme.

Foxf1 and Foxf2 mediate the function of hedgehog signaling
in regulating myoblast migration into the tongue primordium
The Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-Cre mouse embryos displayed oral
tongue agenesis (Fig. 8A,B), similarly as in the Smoc/cHand2-Cre
mutant embryos (Xu et al., 2019). However, in contrast to the failure

Fig. 7. Failure of myoblast migration into the developing tongue
primordium in the Smoc/cHand2-Cre embryos correlated with loss of
HGF expression in the mandibular arch. (A) Genome Browser view of the
genomic region containing the Hgf gene. Vertical arrows point to the Foxf2-
bound peak regions in E12.5 tongue tissues overlapping with the accessible
chromatin regions in E10.5 mandibular tissues detected by ATAC-seq
(Minoux et al., 2017). Asterisks mark the peaks containing the canonical
Foxf1/Foxf2-binding motif. (B,C) Frontal views of E10.5 Smoc/c control (B)
and Smoc/cHand2-Cre (C) embryos showing failure of Myf5-expressing
tongue myogenic progenitor cells to enter the mandibular arch in the
Smoc/cHand2-Cre embryo in comparison with control littermates (n=3 for
each genotype). Black arrowheads point to the Myf5-expressing tongue
muscle precursor cells. (D,E) Rostral views of the mandibular arches
showing patterns of Hgf mRNA expression in E10.5 Smoc/c control (D) and
Smoc/cHand2-Cre (E) embryos detected by whole-mount in situ
hybridization. Black arrows point to the domain of Hgf mRNA expression in
the oral side of the mandibular arch (n=3 for each genotype). (F-I) Sagittal
sections through the developing mandibular arch of the Smoc/c control (F,H)
and Smoc/cHand2-Cre (G,I) embryos at E10.5 (F,G) and E11.5 (H,I),
showing patterns of immunofluorescence staining of HGF (n=3 for each
genotype at each stage). White arrows point to the domain of HGF
expression in the tongue primordium and white arrowheads points to the
domain of HGF expression in the caudal mandibular arch. (J,K) Sagittal
sections through the mandibular arch of E11.5 Smoc/c control (J) and
Smoc/cHand2-Cre (K) embryos showing patterns of immunofluorescence
staining of MyoD. Yellow arrowheads point to the MyoD-positive tongue
muscle precursor cells. (L,M) Sagittal sections through the mandibular arch of
E11.5 Smoc/c control (L) and Smoc/cHand2-Cre (M) embryos showing patterns
of c-Met mRNA expression (blue). Yellow arrowheads point to the domain of
c-Met mRNA expression. t, tongue primordium. Scale bars: 500 μm (B-E);
200 μm (F-M).
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of migration of tongue muscle precursor cells from the hypoglossal
cord into the mandibular arches in the Smoc/cHand2-Cre mutant
embryos (Fig. 7B,C), the Myf5-expressing tongue myogenic
precursor cells migrated into the caudal distal region of the
mandibular arch in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1Cre embryos by
E10.5, similarly as in control littermates (Fig. 8C,D). From E11.5
to E12.5, the MyoD-positive myogenic progenitor cells migrated
into the tongue primordium and started to form muscle actin-
positive myotubes in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/c control embryos
(Fig. 8E,G), but MyoD-positive myogenic progenitor cells failed to
migrate into the tongue primordium in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-Cre
mutant embryos (Fig. 8F,H). Immunofluorescence staining of the
HGF protein showed that HGF was enriched in the tongue
primordium and posterior region of the mandibular mesenchyme in
Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/c control embryos, and was reduced in the tongue
primordium in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-Cre mutant embryos

(Fig. 8E,F). Moderate levels of the HGF protein were detected
surrounding the myoblasts in the posterior region of the mandibular
arches in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1Cre mutant embryos (Fig. 8F).
Furthermore, we found that the E11.5 Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre
embryos had reduced HGF immunostaining compared with control
littermates, particularly at the anterior region of the developing
tongue primordium. This reduced staining correlated with the
scattering of MyoD-positive myoblasts in the posterior mandibular
arch in Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre embryos, compared with the
concentrated myoblasts migrating toward the tongue primordium in
control and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1Cre littermates (Fig. S6A-C).
Taken together, these results indicate that although Foxf1/Foxf2 are
not essential for the initial migration of the tongue muscle precursor
cells into the distal mandibular arch, Foxf1/Foxf2 act downstream of
hedgehog signaling to regulate HGF expression in the CNCC-derived
tongue mesenchyme to direct myoblast migration into the tongue
primordium.

DISCUSSION
The molecular mechanisms controlling the development of the
tongue are not well understood and remain understudied. In this
report, we demonstrate that the Foxf1/Foxf2 transcription factors
mediate crucial roles of hedgehog signaling in regulating multiple
steps of tongue morphogenesis. During the initiation stage of tongue
formation, hedgehog-Foxf1/Foxf2 signaling, by regulating the
expression of HGF in the CNCC-derived tongue mesenchyme,
directs the migration of c-Met+ myoblasts into the tongue
primordium (Fig. 9A). After myoblast arrival in the tongue
primordium, Foxf1/Foxf2 continue to be expressed in the CNCC-
derived tongue mesenchyme and control lingual tendon formation
and subsequently the differentiation and morphogenesis of intrinsic
tongue muscles by regulating the activity of the TGFβ signaling
pathway (Fig. 9B).

Hedgehog-Foxf1/Foxf2 signaling regulates HGF expression
to direct the migration of myoblasts into the tongue
primordium
In both Smoc/cHand2-Cre and Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-Cre mutant
embryos, myoblasts failed to migrate into the tongue primordium,
resulting in oral tongue agenesis (Jeong et al., 2004; Xu et al., 2019;
this study). Previous studies showed that HGF and its cognate
receptor c-Met play a crucial role in regulating delamination and
migration of myogenic progenitor cells to give rise to the tongue
musculature, the muscular diaphragm, the limb and associated
shoulder musculature (Bladt et al., 1995; Dietrich et al., 1999).
During tongue development in mouse embryos, expression of the
HGF protein was first detected in the oral side of the mandibular
arch mesenchyme at E10, and bothHgfmRNA and the HGF protein
continued to be expressed in the developing tongue mesenchyme
through E15 (Amano et al., 2002). Using an explant culture system,
previous studies showed that HGF plays important roles in the
early tongue primordium by promoting both the migration and
proliferation of myoblasts through c-Met in paracrine and autocrine
manners (Amano et al., 2002; Yamane et al., 2003). However, the
molecular mechanism regulating Hgf gene expression during
tongue development remained unknown. We found that the
expression of HGF was dramatically reduced in the mandibular
arch of Smoc/cHand2-Cre embryos and in the tongue primordium of
Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-Cre mutant embryos (Figs 7 and 8), and that
HGF expression was expanded in the mandibular mesenchyme of
the R26SmoM2;Hand2-Cre embryos (Fig. S5). Our ChIP-seq
analysis showed that Foxf2 directly bound to the promoter and

Fig. 8. Disruption of tongue myogenesis in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-
Cre embryos correlated with loss of HGF expression in the tongue
primordium. (A,B) Sagittal sections through the tongue and mandible of
E16.5 control (A) and Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (B) embryos showing
patterns of immunofluorescence staining of muscle actin (red). Asterisks
mark the tongue muscle in the pharyngeal region. (C,D) Frontal views of
E10.5 control (C) and Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (D) embryos showing
Myf5-expressing tongue muscle precursor cells migrating to the caudal
mandibular arch (n=3 for each genotype). Black arrowheads point to the
Myf5-positive (purple) tongue muscle precursor cells. (E,F) Sagittal
sections through the developing tongue primordium of E11.5 control (E)
and Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (F) embryos showing patterns of
immunofluorescence staining of HGF (magenta) and MyoD (green) (n=3 for
each genotype). White arrows point to the expression of HGF in the tongue
primordium. Yellow arrowheads point to the expression of HGF in the caudal
mandibular arch. White arrowheads point to the MyoD-positive tongue
muscle precursor cells. (G,H) Sagittal sections through the developing
tongue of E12.5 control (G) and Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (H) embryos
showing patterns of immunofluorescence staining of muscle actin (magenta)
and MyoD (green). The hash (#) indicates the agenesis of oral tongue tissue
in Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (F,H) embryos. t, tongue. Scale bars: 500 μm
(A-D); 200 μm (E-H).
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putative enhancer regions of theHgf gene in the tongue primordium,
suggesting that hedgehog-Foxf1/Foxf2 signaling directly regulates
the transcriptional activation of Hgf gene expression to control
tongue formation.
Distinct from the complete failure of migration of tongue

myoblasts into the mandibular arches in the Smoc/cHand2-Cre
embryos, the tongue myoblasts were able to migrate into the
mandibular arches but failed to further migrate into the tongue
primordium in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos (Fig. 8)
(Xu et al., 2019). High levels of HGF expression were detected in
the prospective tongue mesenchyme as well as in the posterior
region of the mandibular mesenchyme from E10.5 to E11.5 in
control embryos, but HGF expression was dramatically reduced in
both domains in the Smoc/cHand2-Cremutant embryos (Fig. 7F,G).
In the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos, HGF expression was also
reduced in both mandibular domains in comparison with control
littermates, but mesenchymal cells expressing moderate levels of
HGF surrounded the myoblasts in the caudal proximal region of the
mandibular arches in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1Cre mutant embryos
(Fig. 8E,F). Several other Forkhead genes, including Foxd1 and
Foxd2, are expressed in the developing mandibular arches in partly
overlapping patterns with those of Foxf1 and Foxf2, and expression
of both Foxd1 and Foxd2 in the mandibular arch mesenchyme also
depend on hedgehog signaling (Jeong et al., 2004). It is possible that
the other Forkhead genes partly complemented Foxf1/Foxf2 function
in the regulation of Hgf gene expression in the mandibular
mesenchyme, and that in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos,
the moderate levels of HGF expression was sufficient to guide the
tongue myoblasts into the caudal region of the mandibular arch, but
was insufficient for directing the myoblasts into the tongue
primordium. Further studies are needed to uncover other factors
that partly complemented Foxf1/Foxf2 function downstream of
hedgehog signaling in the regulation of HGF expression and tongue
myoblast migration.
We previously showed that the SHH-Foxf1/Foxf2 pathway

regulates oral-aboral patterning of the mandibular arch by
antagonizing BMP signaling (Xu et al., 2019). Shh and Bmp4
exhibit complementary patterns of expression in the distal
mandibular arch epithelium and their target genes are
expressed in a complementary pattern along the oral-aboral axis
in the early mandibular arch mesenchyme (Xu et al., 2019). Both

Smoc/cHand2-Cre and Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos
exhibited dramatic expansion of BMP signaling activity and target
gene expression throughout the oral side of the distal mandibular
arch and, subsequently, duplication of the mandibular bone at the
oral side at the expense of tongue formation (Xu et al., 2019). We
found that the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre embryos, but not the
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos, exhibited expanded expression
of the BMP target genesMsx1 andMsx2 to the oral side at the most
distal region of the mandibular arches at E10.5. Whereas no overt
disruption of the oral-aboral axis of mandibular structures was
observed in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre embryos at later
developmental stages, the tongue in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre
embryos was significantly smaller than that in control littermates. It
has been reported previously that BMP signaling restricts the
position of premuscle masses in the developing limb buds by
indirectly antagonizing HGF-directed myoblast migration to the
anterior, posterior and distal limb bud margins (Bonafede et al.,
2006). We found that the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre embryos
exhibited aberrant scattering of myoblasts in the posterior region
of the mandibular arch at E11.5 and a significantly reduced
proportion of myoblasts in the anterior half with a concomitant
significant increase in the proportion of myoblasts in the posterior
half of the developing tongue by E12.5. It is possible that the orally
expanded BMP signaling activity in the distal mandibular arch
contributed to the impairment of myoblast migration into the tongue
primordium and the subsequent anteriorward outgrowth of the
tongue in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre embryos. Thus, both
Foxf1/Foxf2-mediated suppression of BMP signaling activity in
the oral side of the mandibular arch mesenchyme and Foxf1/Foxf2-
mediated activation of HGF expression are important for the
directional migration of the tongue muscle precursor cells into the
tongue primordium.

Foxf1/Foxf2 mediates hedgehog signaling regulation of
lingual tendon formation and intrinsic tongue muscle
morphogenesis through regulation of TGFβ signaling
Tendons are connective tissues anchoring muscles to bones and
transmit forces generated by muscle to bone, which confer the
integrity and mobility of the musculoskeletal system. Previous
studies have shown that hedgehog signaling plays important roles in
tendon development, including lingual tendon formation (Liu et al.,

Fig. 9. The roles of hedgehog-Foxf1/Foxf2
signaling in tongue morphogenesis. (A) At
the initiation stage of tongue myogenesis,
SHH-Foxf1/Foxf2 signaling regulates the expression of
HGF in the CNCC-derived mandibular mesenchyme
to direct the migration of c-Met+ myoblasts into the
tongue primordium. (B) After myoblast arrival in the
tongue primordium, Foxf1/Foxf2 in the CNCC-derived
tongue mesenchyme control lingual tendon formation
and subsequently the morphogenesis of intrinsic
tongue muscles by regulating the expression Tgfb2
and Tgfb3. The CNCC-derived mesenchyme is
indicated in blue, myogenic cells are indicated in
magenta, Scx+ tendon progenitors in fibrous lingual
septum at the midline and the dorsal submucosal
lingual aponeurosis are indicated in green. os,
occipital somites.
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2012, 2013; Okuhara et al., 2019; Schwartz et al., 2015). Okuhara
et al. (2019) showed that the ShhMFCS4/− mouse embryos exhibited
significantly reduced expression of Scx and Col1a1 mRNAs in the
developing tongue (Okuhara et al., 2019). They showed that the
expression of both Tgfb2 and Tgfb3 was reduced in the intrinsic
tongue musculature in ShhMFCS4/− embryos by in situ hybridization
analysis and that induced global inactivation of Shh at E10.5 caused
reduction in the amount of pSmad2/3 in the developing tongue at
E14.5 by western blot analysis (Okuhara et al., 2019). However,
these results could not distinguish whether SHH signaling directly
or indirectly regulates the organization of the tongue musculature
and how SHH signaling regulates TGFβ signaling during tongue
development. Here, we showed that in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-
Cre and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre mutant embryos, the formation
of the lingual septum tendon was disrupted, leading to an absence or
disorganization of specific intrinsic muscles of the tongue. The
activity of TGFβ signaling was downregulated in the developing
tongue in the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-
Cre mutant embryos. As Foxf1 and Foxf2 have been shown to be
important mediators of hedgehog signaling during multiple
craniofacial developmental processes (Jeong et al., 2004; Lan and
Jiang, 2009; Xu et al., 2019), these results indicate that Foxf1 and
Foxf2 act downstream of hedgehog signaling in the CNCC-derived
tongue mesenchyme to regulate the formation of the lingual septum
tendon.
Our ChIP-seq analysis showed that Foxf2-binding peaks in

the developing tongue cells were enriched near the genes
associated with the TGFβ signaling pathway. Foxf2 occupied
the promoter regions of the Tgfb2 and Tgfb3 genes in the
developing tongue. It has been shown that inactivation of Tgfbr2
in CNCCs (Wnt1-Cre;Tgfbr2flox/flox) resulted in microglossia
with reduced Scx expression, decreased myogenic cell
proliferation and disorganized tongue muscles (Hosokawa et al.,
2010). Inactivation of Tgfbr1 (Alk5) in CNCCs (Wnt1-Cre;
Alk5fl/fl) also caused severely disrupted tongue muscles with
reduced myogenic cell proliferation and differentiation (Han et al.,
2014). TGFβ signaling also plays a crucial role in the formation of
tendons and ligaments. Loss of TGFβ signaling in Tgfb2–/–;
Tgfb3–/– embryos or through inactivation of the type II TGFβ
receptor resulted in the agenesis of most tendons and ligaments
in the limbs, trunk, tail and head (Pryce et al., 2009). We found
that Tgfb2 and Tgfb3 exhibited different patterns of expression in
the developing tongue, with Tgfb3 expression enriched in the
central and dorsal regions of the tongue mesenchyme, whereas
Tgfb2 mRNAs were expressed at low levels in both the neural
crest-derived and myogenic tongue mesenchyme, indicating that
their patterns of expression in the developing tongue are
differentially regulated and may involve Foxf1/Foxf2 and other
transcription factors. We found that the expression of Tgfb3
was dramatically downregulated in the tendon progenitor cells in
both Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre
mutant tongue, whereas the expression of Tgfb2 was also
reduced in the CNCC-derived mesenchyme in the
Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre mutant tongue. Furthermore, we found
that the Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre
embryos exhibited reduced pSmad2 in the progenitor cells of the
lingual septum tendon as well as in the neighboring intrinsic tongue
muscle progenitor cells. Taken together, these results indicate that the
Foxf1/Foxf2 transcription factors regulate lingual tendon formation
and tongue muscle morphogenesis at least in part by controlling the
expression of Tgfb2 and Tgfb3 in the CNCC-derived tongue
mesenchyme.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Mice
The Smoc/c, R26SmoM2, Foxf1c/c, Foxf2c/c, Wnt1-Cre, Hand2-Cre, Scx-
GFP, R26RlacZ, R26RmTmG and Foxf2FLAG mice have been described
previously (Bolte et al., 2015; Danielian et al., 1998; Jeong et al., 2004;
Long et al., 2001; Muzumdar et al., 2007; Pryce et al., 2007; Ren et al.,
2014; Ruest et al., 2003; Soriano, 1999; Xu et al., 2020). The Hand2-Cre
andWnt1-Cre mice were maintained by crossing with CD1 (Charles River)
mice. Smoc/c, R26SmoM2, Foxf1c/c, Foxf1c/c;Scx-GFP, Foxf2c/c, Foxf2c/c;
Scx-GFP, R26RLacZ, R26RmTmG and Foxf2FLAG mice were maintained by
intercrossing. E0.5 was designated as the noon of the day on which a vaginal
plug was identified.Cre-negative littermates were used as control samples in
experiments. Both female and male embryos were used in this study. The
stages of the embryos are indicated in the main text and figure legends. This
study was performed in strict accordance with the recommendations in the
Guide for the Care and Use of Laboratory Animals by the National Institutes
of Health. The animal use protocol was approved by the Institutional Animal
Care and Use Committee of Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center
(Protocol number IACUC2019-0073).

In situ hybridization, skeletal preparations and mandibular bone
length measurement
For in situ hybridization analysis of paraffin sections, embryos were
dissected at the desired stages from timed pregnant mice, fixed in 4%
paraformaldehyde, dehydrated through an ethanol series, embedded in
paraffin and sectioned at 7 µm thickness using a Leica RM2125 microtome.
Whole-mount and section in situ hybridization were performed as
previously described (Lan et al., 2001; Zhang et al., 1999).

Skeletal preparations of P0 embryos were processed and stained with
Alizarin Red and Alcian Blue as previously described (Martin et al., 1995).
Quantitative comparison of the length of the mandibular bone was
performed by measuring the length from the distal tip of the mandibular
bone to the end of the condylar process using NIS-Elements AR software
(version 5.41.01, Nikon). The results are presented as mean±s.e.m.
Statistical analysis was performed by using two-tailed unpaired Student’s
t-test using GraphPad Prism. P<0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Immunofluorescence staining and quantification of myoblast
distribution
Immunofluorescence staining of paraffin sections was performed
following standard protocols (Xu et al., 2014). The following primary
antibodies were used: rabbit anti-Sox9 (Abcam, ab185230, 1:200), rabbit
anti-MyoD (Abcam, ab133627, 1:100) and rabbit anti-Collagen I (Abcam,
ab34710, 1:100). The anti-muscle actin antibody (Clone HUC1-1,
1:1000) (Sawtell and Lessard, 1989) was provided by Dr James Lessard
(Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center). Immunofluorescence
staining on frozen sections was performed as described previously
(Xu et al., 2019). The following primary antibodies were used: sheep anti-
Foxf2 (R&D Systems, AF6988, 1:50), goat anti-Foxf1 (R&D Systems,
AF4798, 1:50), goat anti-HGF (R&D Systems, AF-294, 1:50), rabbit anti-
MyoD (Abcam, ab133627, 1:100), anti-muscle actin (Clone HUC1-1,
1:1000) (Sawtell and Lessard, 1989), rabbit anti-β-galactosidase
(Invitrogen, A-11132, 1:200) and rabbit anti-pSmad2 (Cell Signaling
Technology, 3108, 1:50). Images were taken using a Nikon DS-Qi2
microscope (Nikon Instruments).

To quantify MyoD+ myoblast distribution in the developing tongue,
whole heads from Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre, Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre
and control embryos at E12.5 were dissected. Serial coronal sections were
collected and the sections containing the tongue tissues were divided into
posterior and anterior regions. In each section, the developing tongue
tissues were divided into medial and lateral domains (Fig. 3G). MyoD+
myoblasts and DAPI+ nuclei were counted using NIS-Elements AR
software. The percentage of MyoD+ cells was calculated using the number
of MyoD+ nuclei divided by the number of total nuclei. The results are
presented as mean±s.d. Statistical analysis was performed by using two-
tailed unpaired Student’s t-test. P<0.05 was considered statistically
significant.
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Western blot analysis
Whole tongue tissues were dissected from Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre,
Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre and control (Cre-negative littermates) embryos at
E12.5. Two tongues of the same genotype were pooled into one sample and
lysed in radioimmunoprecipitation assay (RIPA) buffer (Santa Cruz
Biotechnology, sc-24948). Equivalent amounts of protein lysate were
subjected to SDS-PAGE and transferred to polyvinylidene difluoride
membranes (Bio-Rad, 1620177). The following antibodies were used:
rabbit anti-pSmad2/3 (Cell Signaling Technology, 8828, 1:500), rabbit
anti-Smad2/3 (Cell Signaling Technology, 8685, 1:1000) and mouse anti-
β-actin (Santa Cruz Biotechnology, sc-47778 HRP, 1:10,000). Images
were taken using ChemiDoc MP Imaging System (Bio-Rad). The
intensities of detected bands on western blots were quantified using
Photoshop Histogram Analysis. pSmad2/3 band intensities were
normalized against total Smad2/3 band intensities. The results are
presented as mean±s.e.m. Statistical analysis was performed by using
two-tailed unpaired Student’s t-test using GraphPad Prism. P<0.05 was
considered statistically significant.

ChIP-seq and data analysis
Tongue tissues were manually dissected from 75 E12.5 Foxf2FLAG/FLAG

embryos and processed for ChIP as previously described (Park et al., 2012;
Xu et al., 2020). Briefly, tissues were crosslinked with 1%
paraformaldehyde. Following sonication and extraction of DNA/protein
complexes, samples were incubated with anti-FLAG antibody (Sigma-
Aldrich, F1804). Sequencing libraries were generated using the ThruPLEX
DNA sequencing kit (Takara). Sequencing was performed on an Illumina
Nextseq 500 sequencer. For ChIP-seq data analysis, raw FASTQ files were
aligned to the mm10 reference mouse genome using Bowtie2 (2.4.1). Peak
calling and de novo motif identification were performed using the
Hypergeometric Optimization of Motif EnRichment (HOMER) software
(version 4.11.1). To identify reproducible Foxf2-binding peaks, we
performed two steps of differential analysis comparing ChIP versus input
samples. Initially, Foxf2-FLAG peaks from two biological replicates were
pooled and merged to generate a preliminary peak set with default settings,
which required at least fourfold enrichment over input. Peaks were further
filtered by a peak score above 10. The read counts were measured in each
individual ChIP and input samples within the peak set. Differential
expression analysis was performed using DEseq2 (Love et al., 2014). Final
peaks were defined by a false discovery rate of less than 0.01. Region-gene
association and GO analysis were performed using the online Genomic
Regions Enrichment of Annotations Tool (GREAT) program, version 4.0.4
(http://great.stanford.edu). The ‘basal plus extension’ parameter was used to
associate genomic regions to genes. The ChIP-seq data from this study have
been deposited into the National Center for Biotechnology Information
Gene Expression Omnibus (GEO) database (accession number
GSE195788). ATAC-seq data and the processed wig file of E10.5
mandible were obtained from GEO (dataset GSE89436) (Minoux et al.,
2017).
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Fig. S1. The Foxf1c/cWnt1-Cre mutant mice cleft palate and defects in tongue development. (A, 

B) frontal sections through the tongue of E14.5 control (A) and Foxf1c/cWnt1-Cre (B) embryos

showing immunofluorescent detection of muscle actin (red) (n=3 for each genotype). Arrowhead 

points to the location of the transverse and vertical muscles in the tongue. p, palatal shelf. (C-F) 

Whole mount view of E16.5 control (C) (n=6), and Foxf1c/cWnt1-Cre (D-F) (n=9) embryonic 

tongue showing the patterns of green fluorescence from the Scx-GFP transgenic reporter. Arrow 

points to the location of the lingual septum tendon in the tongue. Scale bars: (A, B) 200 𝜇m; (C-

F) 1000 𝜇m. 

Development: doi:10.1242/dev.200667: Supplementary information
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Fig. S2. Palate and tongue phenotype in Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre mice. (A, B) Frontal sections through 

the tongue of E14.5 control (A), and Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (B) embryos showing immunofluorescent 

detection of muscle actin (red) (n=3 for each genotype). Arrowhead points to the location of the 

transverse and vertical muscles in the tongue. p, palatal shelf. (C, D) Whole mount view of E16.5 

control (C) (n=13), and Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (D) (n=5) embryonic tongue showing the patterns of 

green fluorescence from Scx-GFP transgenic reporter. Arrow points to the location of the lingual 

septum tendon in the tongue. Scale bars: (A, B) 200 𝜇m; (C, D) 1000 𝜇m. 

Development: doi:10.1242/dev.200667: Supplementary information
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Fig. S3. Craniofacial phenotypes of Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre 

mutant mice. (A-C) Whole mount lateral view of P0 control (A), Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre (B), 

and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (C) heads (n=3 for each genotype). (D-F) Mandibular bone of P0 

control (D), Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre (E), and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (F) mutant embryos. 

Arrowhead points to the incisor. Arrow in E points to defective molar alveolar bone in the 

Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre embryo. (G, H) Quantitative comparison of the length of the 

mandibular bone between the control and Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre littermates (G) (8 

mandibular bones from 4 mice for each genotype) and between control and 

Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre littermates (H) (6 mandibular bones from 3 mice for each genotype).  

*, P < 0.05; N.S., not statistically different. (I-N) Whole mount in situ hybridization detection of 

Msx1 (I-K) and Msx2 (L-N) mRNA expression in the mandibular arches in E10.5 control (I, L), 

Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre (J, M), and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (K, N) embryos. Dashed line 

crosses the midpoint of the oral-aboral axis at the most distal region of the mandibular arch. 

Scale bars: (A-F) 2 mm; (I-N) 500 𝜇m. 

Development: doi:10.1242/dev.200667: Supplementary information
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Fig. S4. Hand2-Cre activity and tongue development. (A, B) Whole mount frontal view of E10.5 

(A) and E11.5 (B) heads of Hand2-Cre;R26RmTmG embryos showing the pattern of GFP (green) 

and tdTomato (magenta) expressed from the R26RmTmG locus. GFP expression marks the Cre 

lineage cells. (C, D) Whole mount rostral view of dissected mandibular processes from E10.5 

(C) and E11.5 (D) Hand2-Cre;R26RmTmG embryos showing the patterns of GFP (Green) and 

tdTomato (magenta). (E-G) Sagittal sections through the tongue and mandible of E11.5 wildtype 

(E) and Hand2-Cre;R26RLacZ (F, G) embryos showing patterns of Hgf mRNAs (E, blue) and 

immunofluorescent staining of HGF protein (F, red) and LacZ protein (G, green), respectively. 

LacZ expression from the R26RLacZ locus marks the Cre lineage cells. Scale bars: (A-D) 1000 

𝜇m; (E-G) 200 𝜇m. 

Development: doi:10.1242/dev.200667: Supplementary information
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Fig. S5. Hedgehog signaling regulates tongue myogenesis through controlling the expression of 

HGF during early tongue development. (A, B) Sagittal sections of E11.5 R26RSmoM2 control 

(A) and R26RSmoM2;Hand2-Cre (B) embryos showing patterns of immunofluorescent staining 

of HGF (magenta) and MyoD.  Arrows point to the expression of HGF protein. (C, D) Sagittal 

sections through the developing mandible and tongue of E16.5 R26RSmoM2 control (C) and 

R26RSmoM2;Hand2-Cre (D) embryos showing patterns of immunofluorescent staining of Sox9 

(magenta) and muscle actin (green). Scale bars: 200 𝜇m in (A, B), 500 𝜇m in (C, D). 

Fig. S6. Patterns of HGF and MyoD expression during initial tongue formation in 

Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre embryos. (A-C) Sagittal sections 

through the developing tongue and mandible of E11.5 control (A), Foxf1c/cFoxf2c/+Wnt1-Cre 

(B), and Foxf1c/+Foxf2c/cWnt1-Cre (C) embryos showing patterns of immunofluorescent staining 

of HGF (magenta) and MyoD (green) (n=3 for each genotype). Arrowhead points to the anterior 

tip of the tongue primordium. Arrow points to the myogenic progenitor cells. Scale bars: (A-C) 

200 𝜇m. 

Development: doi:10.1242/dev.200667: Supplementary information
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